The effect of increasing inertia upon vertical ground reaction forces and temporal kinematics during locomotion.
The addition of inertia to exercising astronauts could increase ground reaction forces and potentially provide a greater health benefit. However, conflicting results have been reported regarding the adaptations to additional mass (inertia) without additional net weight (gravitational force) during locomotion. We examined the effect of increasing inertia while maintaining net gravitational force on vertical ground reaction forces and temporal kinematics during walking and running. Vertical ground reaction force was measured for 10 healthy adults (five male/five female) during walking (1.34 m s(-1)) and running (3.13 m s(-1)) using a force-measuring treadmill. Subjects completed locomotion at normal weight and mass and at 10, 20, 30 and 40% of added inertial force. The added gravitational force was relieved with overhead suspension, so that the net force between the subject and treadmill at rest remained equal to 100% body weight. Ground reaction forces were affected by the added inertial force, but not to the magnitude predicted by the increase in mass, suggesting that adaptations in motion occurred. Vertical ground reaction force production and adaptations in gait temporal kinematics were different between walking and running. Peak vertical impact forces and loading rates increased with increased inertia during walking, and decreased during running. As inertia increased, peak vertical propulsive forces decreased during walking and did not change during running. Stride time increased during walking and running, and contact time increased during running. The increased inertial forces were utilized independently from gravitational forces by the motor control system when determining coordination strategies.